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ω x = y
⋅
sin(z) cos(x) + x
⋅
cos(z)
ω y = y
⋅
cos(z) cos(x) − x
⋅
sin(z)














F Proximal FDistal rproximal rdistal
F Joint = −mDistalSegment (aDistalSegment + g) + FDistal
H
⋅
X = IXX ω
⋅
X − (IYY − IZZ )ωZ ωY
H
⋅
Y = IYY ω
⋅
Y − (IZZ − IXX )ωX ωZ
H
⋅
Z = IZZ ω
⋅
Z − (IXX − IYY )ωY ωX
M Joint = H
.
DistalSegment + M Distal − r Proximal × F Proximal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